
Harsh is a citizen advocate for 
wildlife conservation and is based in 
I n d i a .  E d  i s  P r e s i d e n t  o f 
Environmental Education and 
Conservation Global, a US nonprofit 
conservation organization working 
in the field of  environmental 
e d u c a t i o n  a n d  b i o d i v e r s i t y 
conservation for 20 years. -  Editors

People have been living around 
Protected Areas (PAs) much before the 
forests were officially designated with 
such a term. In fact it is these people 
who best know and practice sustainable 
living, a term that came in to being in 
India during the late 1980. With a new 
definition of forests, their connectivity 
has been restricted and to an extent 
severed. Yet their sustenance continues 
on forests, all over the globe. India 
presents a case of a sleeping giant – 
wilderness surrounding the people.

The country has 2.4% of the world's 
land area. It is home to 7% of the 
recorded species of the world, which 
includes 46,000 plant species and 
91,000 animal species. Conservation of 
wild flora and fauna has been an 
integral part of Indian history. From a 
network of 54 national parks and 373 
sanctuar ies  giving a  combined 
coverage of 3.34% of the country's 
geographical  area in 1988, the 
Protected Area network has grown 
steadily.

The Protected Areas (PAs), comprising 
national parks, wildlife sanctuaries, and 
conservation and community reserves, 
cover about 4.89% of the country's 
geographical area since. They are areas 
of significant ecological, floral, faunal 
or natural significance. They are 
declared by the State Governments, and 

protected by the Forest Departments 
under the provisions of the Wildlife 
(Protection) Act. Some other Acts 
overlap their functioning.  Hunting of 
wild animals, encroachment and/or 
destruction of habitat, construction of 
tourist lodges and other such activities 
are prohibited in such areas. 

Most of PAs are surrounded from all 
sides by rural communities, some 
representing tribal folk who have 
sustained with natural ecosystem since 
ages. Certain laws now prohibit, nay 
ban, their entry inside PAs, not allowing 
them to collect fuel wood or graze cattle 
inside. They witness the same laws 
being violated by hoteliers digging 
heels within the Eco-sensitive Zones of 
PAs, and even industrial units being set 
up close by such reserves. A case of 
'haves' and 'have-nots'? 

Well defined status:  While most of the 
provisions are common for sanctuaries 
and national parks, there are four key 
differences:  All rights of people within 
a national park have to be settled, while 
in a sanctuary certain rights can be 
a l lowed;  L ives tock  g raz ing  i s 
prohibited in a national park, but can be 
allowed in a regulated manner in 
sanctuaries; A sanctuary can be 
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PROTECTED AREAS ENRICH US
COMMUNITY REMAINS AT LOSS

Details of the Protected Areas (PA) of India 

Type of PAs Number Area (km2) Geographical area of India (in %)

National parks 107 40500.13 1.23

Wildlife sanctuaries 537 118005.30 3.59

Conservation reserves 67 2349.38 0.07

Community reserves 26 46.93 0.001

Protected areas 733 160901.74 4.89

Source: Wildlife Institute of India
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Tourism community with a Tiger at
Tadoba Tiger Reserve, by K.R. Deepak
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management must protect the park 
from people living in surrounding areas 
and shield wildlife and other natural 
resources from exploitation. Attempts 
to protect PAs from human intervention 
by coercion have often led to hostile 
attitudes of local people towards 
wildlife management and forestry staff, 
and sometimes to open conflict. 

Some studies have revealed that not all 
human use is detrimental to wildlife 
conservation interests. In some cases, 
excluding human activities from 
ecosystems can actually reduce 
biodiversity and lead to habitat 
deterioration (e.g. Hussain, 1996). 
Certain habitats have improved 
following human use/habitation (e.g. 
Western, 1989; Ramakrishnan, 1992).

Following the National Forest Policy 
( 1 9 8 8 )  d e c l a r i n g  t h a t  l o c a l 
communities were to be involved in 
natural resources conservation, a huge 
shift came into being for forest 
management. To attempt this, a new 

upgraded to a national park, but a 
national park cannot be downgraded as 
a sanctuary; and boundaries of 
sanctuaries are not well defined and 
controlled biotic interference is 
permitted, while the boundaries of a 
national park are well defined and no 
biotic interference is permitted.

Certain national parks and wildlife 
sanctuaries which support a good tiger 
population have been re-designated as 
Tiger Reserves. They enjoy a special 
status with the highest level of 
protection. At present, there are 52 
Tiger Reserves in the country.

Questionable role: Thus, the PA 
network should play a significant role 
in conservation as the common aim is to 
preserve the ecological wealth by 
continuing conservation efforts. The 
ground realities reveal that the basic 
approach to PA management has 
remained isolationist. It is based on the 
questionable assumption that certain 
areas are pristine or primary and that 

idiom was coined in 1990: Joint Forest 
Management (JFM). It seeks to develop 
partnerships between state forest 
departments (as owners) and local 
community organizations (as co-
managers and/or stake-holders) for 
sustainable forest management. User 
groups receive usufruct rights only; the 
forest land is not to be allocated or 
leased to them.

Counter productive: Almost the same 
time, the Government of India started 
committed funds for   eco-development 
programmes. It is in fact integrated 
conservation and development for 
which a site-specific package of 
measures is provided for conserving 
biodiversity through local economic 
development. All the eco-development 
activities are administered by Village 
Eco-development Committees (VECs) 
or Forest Protection Committees 
(FPCs).

Eco-development is an attempt to 
reduce forest dependence and to 
compensate local communities - in cash 
and kind as well as through alternative 
o ff - f a r m  i n c o m e - g e n e r a t i n g 
opportunities - for the lost access to 
resources in PAs. The approach 
acknowledges that people living near 
PAs may have to bear enormous 
opportunity costs while deriving few 
tangible benefits from conservation. 

The next issue of Conservation Times will focus on
“Urban Forests and Urban Environments”

The next issue of Conservation Times will focus on  "Urban Forests and Urban 
Environments". There has been growing  debate on this topic lately, and, of 
course, such a positive link is associated with all living beings all over. If you 
are interested in writing for CT on this topic or any wildlife/environment topic, 
please send an email to <emccrea@eecg.org>  for a copy of our style sheet.

The Steppe Eagle has seen the Indian Fox in Greater Rann of Kutch by Jaysukh Parekh Suman
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The 8  edition of 
C o n s e r v a t i o n 
T i m e s  i s 
d e d i c a t e d  t o 
“Protecting wild 
areas and creating 
new  r e fuges . ” 
E x p e r t s  h a v e 
expressed valued 
opinion in this 

volume. Some have conveyed what was 
scripted by Chanakya (350-275 BCE), 
who was Prime Minister during reign of 
king Chandragupta Maurya in India. 
Others have highlighted needs for 
forests designated as National Parks or 
Sanctuaries: India is home to 7% of the 
recorded species of the world, which 
includes 46,000 plant species and 
91,000 animal species.

We need to agree that the Protected 
Areas  Ne twork  shou ld  p l ay  a 
significant role in conservation of wild 
species. The common aim is to preserve 
the ecological wealth. However, the 
ground realities reveal that the basic 
approach to PA management has 
remained isolationist. It is based on the 
q u e s t i o n a b l e  a s s u m p t i o n  t h a t 
management must protect the park 
from people living in surrounding areas 
and shield wildlife and other natural 
resources from exploitation. It often 
leads to human-wildlife conflicts.

Continued advocacy is being voiced on 
wildlife conservation. Political leaders 
air it as sermons.

The Forest Department tries to practice 
it almost round the clock. Significant 
recovery has been made for some noted 
wild species like Tiger, Elephant, 
Rhino, among others. The officials 
claim forest cover having increased, as 
evidenced by satellite images.

It is argued how can forest coverage 
increase while more people remain 
dependent upon forest produce in most 
areas of the country? It may be realized 
that needs of common people in 
villages are very important for their 
survival. Is it not correct to assume that 
wild fauna/flora would receive high 
priority at their quarters?

CONSERVATION,
FOR WHOM?
Anand Mishra
President, 
Tourism & Wildlife Society of India
Email: anandmishra@trimurty.com

However, it has an inherent faulty 
assumption. 

B e  r e c a l l e d  t h a t  b i o d i v e r s i t y 
conservation is not always compatible 
with economic development (where 
tourist inflows and income levels 
increase, pressures on forest resources 
u s u a l l y  i n c r e a s e  t o o ) .  F o r e s t 
dependency is not only economic, it is 
often a part of cultural and traditional 
l i festyles.  In fact ,  none of the 
alternative opportunities tested so far 
has generated sufficient benefits to 
dissuade forest-dependent people from 
going to the forests.

Lacking strategy: While the list of 
eco-development activities can be quite 
comprehensive, it does not amount to a 
strategy. As a result, the conservation-
development linkages are generally 
weak. Moreover, eco-development has 
not been able to control land use on the 
fringes of the PAs, for example the 
proliferation of tourist resorts on the 
periphery of  several Tiger Reserves. 
Al though the  eco-development 
p r o g r a m m e  e n v i s a g e s 
interdepartmental cooperation, the 
legal, policy and administrative 
frameworks to achieve this remain 
hazy.

The main partners in conservation are 
the local communities and the field 
staff.   It may be unreasonable to expect 
communities in and around forests to 
live austerely while other members of 
the society waste resources. To secure 
effective and active participation of 

communities, programmes must 
restore the local institutions concerned. 
In addition, institutional linkages with 
mainstream development programmes 
need to be formalized.

It should not be assumed that poverty 
always leads to overexploitation of the 
natural resource base - in many areas of 
northern, eastern and northeastern 
India, the poor have managed their 
environment sustainably. 

Indian women worshipping a Banayan tree at an annual festival.

COUNTRIES WITH THE MOST 
AND LEAST PERCENTAGE
OF LAND IN PAs 
World Bank data 2018
Least
Sint Maarten—0.0%
Micronesia Federated States—0.0%
Afghanistan—0.1%
Libya—0.2%
Turkey—0.2%
Lesotho—0.3%
Mauritania—0.6%
Syrian Arab Republic—0.7%
Yemen Republic—0.8%
Somalia—0.8%
Most 
Congo Republic—40.7%
Luxembourg—40.9%
Greenland—41.2%
Hong Kong—41.9%
Seychelles—42.1%
Turks and Caicos—44.4%
Brunei—46.9%
Slovenia—53.6%
Venezuela—54.1%
New Caledonia—54.4%
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biggest camera has a wife who already 
looks queasy. The wind rises to 25 
knots. A broad flock of Wedge-Tailed 
Shearwaters  rush by.  Here  are 
Fluttering Shearwaters. That'll do.

But James wants to stay out at sea and 
he has allies. The captain's an old hand, 
and two old salts from SOOAS are here 
as volunteers. Wild hair, a straggle of 
white beard with moustaches crayoned 
yellow from years of nicotine, they 
were made for the sea and this is their 
monthly outing. They have scientific 
purpose. For decades they've been 
sweeping birds up with vast nets and 
releasing them newly banded. They 
want more. And James, at the very least, 
needs to visit with a petrel. 

It's needles in haystack time for the 
white-faced storm petrels. Tiny birds, 
their home is 281 million square 
kilometers that girdle the planet. Their 
population is decreasing, but from what 
to what we just don't know. 

Our wind takes our boat into a South 
current of 1.5 knots, opposing forces 
that chop the water into high waves. 
The photographer's wife is heaped on 
the floor by now, throwing up, drinking 
water, throwing up again. I'm quietly 

sick too.  We give up on the continental 
shelf and choose instead to make runs 
up and down the coast. 

One old salt has a seat on the bow and a 
tub full of fish parts. He digs in a 
wooden spoon and flings the bloodied 
scraps into the water. Shearwater skim 
the water for mouthfuls, and albatrosses 
land. Close enough to sweep up into 
this vast net so they can be banded? Not 
quite. But the fish scraps are working, 
the sea around is stocking up with birds. 
The captain, however, revs his engine 
to steam us away. The old salts shake 
their heads as the wind rises to 30 knots 
West South West. 

James keeps his binoculars trained all 
the while. Here, is that it? A tiny bird 
abob a vast wave, its white face 
decorated by a splash of a grey mask?

Yes. A white-faced storm petrel. 
Probably one of the quietest heroes of 
the planet, charting its life in fearsome 
seas. Its is an unimaginable life, but 
with this one glimpse the petrel is now 
James's familiar. This client visit is 
complete.

Or almost  complete .  Budderoo 
National Park is nearby, which when 

Martin Goodman is an award 
winning writer and publisher and 
Professor Emeritus of Creative 
Writing at Hull University, UK. -- 
Editors

As a not-for-profit environmental 
lawyer, petrels are James Thornton's 
clients, as are shearwaters, albatrosses 
and skuas .  He runs  the  global 
environmental law group Client Earth. 
Pelagic birds don't come to the office 
and they don't even come to land so 
client visits are awkward. Here we are 
on a Sunday morning, on the South 
Ocean Seabirds Study Association's 
(SOOAS) little boat. It heads out from 
Kiama, some way south of Sydney, and 
keeps on going. This is a pelagic trip, 
which essentially means we leave the 
land behind and bob around in the open 
ocean just above the continental shelf. 

All is calm, just a low swell and a light 
wind from the South West. Our first 
ever albatross flies in, narrow wings 
taut against the blue sky, this one an 
Indian Yellow-nosed Albatross. I'm out 
in Ancient Mariner territory and 
incredibly moved. Job done and back 
for lunch? We passengers are a motley 
group. The photographer with the 

CLIENT BIRDS, AUSTRALIA 
By Martin Goodman
Email: martingoodmanuk@gmail.com

SOOAS boat trip



James Thornton's second collection, 
Notes from a Mountain Village, 2020, 
drew on 25 years of observing the 
natural world in the French Pyrenees. 
This poem comes from his next 
collection, Waymarks.  He is the 
Founding CEO of the not-for-profit 
environmental law group ClientEarth. 
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SAVE THE SONG 
By James Thornton
Email: jthornton@clientearth.org

joined to the neighbouring Barren 
Grounds Important Bird Area 
provides over 7,000 hectares of 
protected bird habitat. You can 
find eastern bristlebirds here, 
pilotbirds and rockwarblers. This 
is mating season for lyrebirds 
though, the stars of Budderoo's 
rainforest, so that is where we are 
headed.  The males  wil l  be 
spreading their magnificent tails 
and singing their hearts out. 

The storm at sea now chucks 
torrents of rain onto the land. We 
walk the forest trail even so. And 
here are the lyrebirds, dank and 
bedraggled just like us yet still 
trying to strut, their broad tails 
swinging. Stub tailed females 
want none of it and scuttle for 
shelter. 

The next morning the clouds part 
and we're back. We climb up to the 
source of Minnamurra Falls, a 
waterfall adding its thunder to the 
soundscape. And below us in the 
valley the lyrebird is singing. A 
single bird forms a whole male-
voice choir, its mating song a wild 
and ecstatic variety of calls. Each 
variety of call meets its echo in the 
valley and responds, the bird in 
ecstatic dialogue with itself. Its 
song canopies the whole forest.

What does the lyrebird need? 
Nothing more than the chance to 
live in this rainforest and fill it 
e a c h  w i n t e r  w i t h  t h i s 
extraordinary mating song.

The lyrebird is James's client. 
James listens to this song and adds 

Rainforest, New South Wales. 

Looking for Superb Lyrebird,  musical 
genius. 

It's courting season now and males 
show off. I've been studying: 
How boy birds train. 

Learn from older guys. 

Practise for hours honing personal style. 

How they mimic any sound they hear. 

How they have the most complex song 
of any bird.

How they clear a stomping ground to 
show off their dancing. 

How they work on their chops. 

These song and dance men. 

Alone in the forest we move quiet. Stop 
at an overlook. 

A lone male belts out to fill the valley. 

Far away but louder than a mezzo in a 

concert hall.

Like he has an amp.

We brim with his voice. It 
becomes clear: Save the song. 
To hear it is to want to save it. 

To save it is to save the forest and 
watershed. 

Is to save the natural world in 
New South Wales. 

Is to save Australia. 

Is to stop global heating. 

Is to awaken people. 

Is to change our culture. 

Is to save civilisation. 

Save the song.

Let it be loud. 

Let it be clear: 

Save the song.

Kiama from the sea

the bird to his docket. Stop climate change, save the 
rainforest, save the bird, save the song. 

An Albatross



Stephen Forbes is a botanist and 
writer exploring the relationship 
between people and plants - still 
a m a z e d  b y  t h e  m i r a c l e  o f 
photosynthesis.

My family visited the ancient Jaya Sri 
Maha Bodhi — the oldest cultivated 
tree in the world with a documented 
written history. It is near Anuradhapur 
in Sri Lanka. 

2,250 years old: The Jaya Sri Maha 
Bodhi was established from the 
southern branch of the  (Ficus Peepal
religious) tree in whose shade Lord 
Buddha achieved enlightenment at a 
place called Bodh Gaya in India.  This 
branch was brought to Sri Lanka from 
India in 236 BC by the Buddhist nun 

Sanghamitta Maha Theri, through the 
patronage of King Ashoka. A convert 
and powerful supporter of Buddhism, 
she is often referred to as his daughter, 
and accordingly, as a princess. So, the 
Jaya Sri Maha Bodhi is around 2,250 
years old and from that origin has been 
steadfastly curated and protected by 
Buddhist monks and adherents.

The achievement in protecting the tree 
demonstrates what good people can do.

After Buddha's enlightenment, the tree 
was identified as the Bodhi Tree and 
consequently a pilgrimage site during 
H i s  l i f e t i m e .  S a n g h a m i t t a ' s 
arboricultural endeavours turned out to 
be timely as subsequent arboricidal 
events show. King Ashoka's second 

wife, Tisayaraksita, jealous of her 
husband's love for the Bodhi, had the 
tree pierced by poisonous  mandu
thorns.  Within half a century the tree 
was destroyed by King Pushyamitra 
Shunga during his persecution of 
Buddhism. 

The tree planted to replace the Bodhi, 
possibly at that stage a scion from the 
original, was destroyed at the beginning 
of the 7th century AD - this time by 
K ing  Sas sanka .  Thus  t he r e  i s 
considerable doubt as to whether the 
present tree at Bodh Gaya is even a 
scion of the original Bodhi. The tree, as 
observed presently at Bodh Gaya, was 
p lan ted  in  1881  by  Alexander 
Cunningham, a British archaeologist. It 
most likely represents the successor of 
a long line of substitutions. 

Pre-historic beliefs: The Peepal tree 
receives the most prominent mention in 
the Indian pantheon. In the Bhagavad 
Gita, Lord Krishna declares that,'Of all 
the trees I am the peepal tree.' The 
peepal is mentioned as one of the names 
of Lord Vishnu. In India  (saints) sadhus
prefer to sit under this tree for 
meditation. Many people practice 
p r a d a k s h i n a  i n c l u d i n g 
circumambulation (meditative pacing) 
around this trees with an accompanying 
chant of '  ' vriksharajaya namah
(' ). salutation to the king of trees'

Sacred trees aren't isolated to Hinduism 
and Buddhism in human history. The 
earliest written chronicles including the 
Epic of Gilgamesh Bible and the  record 
both the destruction and the planting of 
sacred groves. Hiking in the Simien 
Mountains of Ethiopia the only stands 
of trees still remaining are such sacred 
groves, including the 'church forests' 
associated with Ethiopian Orthodox 
Tewahedo churches and monasteries. 
In earlier times these sacred groves 
were revered by Agao pagans whose 
religious gatherings, sacrifices and 
burials were associated with the groves. 

These groves were apparently adopted 
by early Christian, and later, Islamic 
converts. The traditions associated with 
such groves are disappearing globally 
alongside the global destruction of 
forests and the globalisation of culture.

Ye t  a  p ro found  t ru th  in  these 
relationships remains relevant. Trees 
play a critical role in food, water and 
climate security, but they also play a 
critical role in our spiritual wellbeing. 
Our future depends on them.
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PEEPAL's ANCIENT
ECO-RELIGIOUS SHADE
By Stephen Forbes
@StephenJForbes

The Peepal tree in Sri Lanka

A Peeepal tree being given support to stand on own trunk at Gaya



M a m t a  h o l d s  a  P h D  i n 
Environmental Science and Policy. 
She has several years of experience 
working with rural communities in 
India and East Africa on issues that 
lie on the intersection of rural 
livelihoods and natural resources 
management. Mamta is currently 
based in Edmonton, Canada where 
she works as a Research Officer with 
the provincial Government. -Editors

The survival of bison in Canada and 
their rescue from near-extinction is a 
one of the greatest conservation success 
stories. How did this conservation 
success come to be? 

Bison is North America’s largest land 
mammal. There are two closely related 
sub-species of bison, the wood bison 
and the plains bison. For thousands of 
years, perhaps 30 million, Bison 

flourished and ranged across the North 
American continent from Alaska to 
Mexico. Many nineteenth century 
travellers described the sound of 
unseen bison herds as resembling 
“distant thunder”. Bison were an 
amazing resource for the First Nations 
people. Within a single human lifetime, 
bison, were on the brink of extinction. 
While the First Nations people had 
hunted bison for thousands of years on 
foot, these traditional methods of 
hunting did not make a serious dent in 
overall bison populations. However, by 
the late eighteenth century, the use of 
firearms and horses by the colonists and 
hunters led to massive over hunting and 
a  s i gn ifican t  dec l i ne  i n  b i son 
populations. By 1890, there were fewer 
than a thousand bison left on the North 
American continent, found in small 
isolated herds on private lands. 

Remarkably, a herd of “wood bison”, a 
regional variant of the plains bison 
species, managed to survive this mass 
slaughter. 

Canadian effort: When almost all 
hope for bison seemed lost, the 
Canadian government took an active 
role in saving the species from 
extinction. The government purchased 
bison from private ranchers in Montana 
who were raising them, and established 
multiple conservation herds in national 
parks to protect them. The first display 
herd of bison was placed in Banff in 
1897, the seed herd of plains bison 
arrived in Elk Island National Park in 
1907, and Wood Buffalo National Park 
was founded in 1922 to protect the last 
wild, free-ranging herd of wood bison 
in the world. 

Elk Island National Park, was to host a 

BISON CONSERVATION AT ELK ISLAND NATIONAL
PARK: A CANADIAN SUCCESS STORY   
Compiled by: Mamta Vardhan 
Email: vardhanmv@hotmail.com 
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Plain's Bison, courtesy Parks Canada



large herd of 700 plains bison from 
Montana, albeit only temporarily. The 
Canadian government had set aside 
land near Wainwright, Alberta, for a 
new national park, but its buildings and 
fences were not yet completed at the 
time of the first shipment of bison from 
Montana. Since Elk Island National 
Park was conveniently located near a 
rail station, and, best of all, it was 
already entirely surrounded by fences; 
it was a perfect transition stop for the 
bison until the park at Wainwright was 
established. In 1909, when the fences of 
the new Buffalo National Park near 
Wainwright were completed, the bison 
at Elk Island were rounded up and 
shipped to the new park. However, a 
small demonstration herd was left 
behind in Elk Island. It was those 30 - 
50 bison that formed the nucleus of the 
herd of plains bison at Elk Island today 
– a herd that would grow over the years 
and see individuals sent to support 
several dozen conservation projects. It 
is a good thing that these bison 
remained at Elk Island, because things 
did not go well for bison herd at 
Wainwright. The bison population here 
suffered losses due to crowding and 
disease. 

A herd discovered: In 1958, the 
Canadian Wildlife Service, discovered 
a herd of about 200 individuals in the 
Nyarling River region, in the northern 
portion of the Wood Buffalo National 
park, that seemed to display all the 
characteristics of pure wood bison. 
Experts determined that they were 
examples of the wood bison subspecies 
and believed that this population is “the 

closest we will ever see to the original 
Wood Bison.” After being declared 
disease-free, in 1965, twenty-two wood 
bison were sent to Elk Island National 
Park in the hopes that such a herd, far 
removed from other disease stricken 
populations, would serve as insurance 
for the subspecies’ recovery. They were 
placed in an isolation area and away 
from plains bison herds and other 
ungulates, who were considered 
potential disease-carriers. The park did 
not want to take any risks in the loss of 
such a precious herd and eventually 
destroyed all of the founding adults 
who arrived in the park, leaving only 
young calves. These disease-free but 
orphaned calves were bottle-fed by 
park staff to ensure their survival. The 
care given to these eleven bottle baby 
survivors allowed the establishment of 
the current wood bison herd in the park. 
Today, wood bison from Elk Island 
National Park have gone on to establish 
eight other wood bison conservation 
herds in North America.  

Elk Island is the only national park that 
maintains  herds  of  both North 
American subspecies of bison. As an 
entirely fenced national park, Elk 
Island has to maintain its populations 
below the park’s carrying capacity. 
S u r p l u s  a n i m a l s  a r e  s e n t  t o 
conservation projects. The park has 
been home to the seed herds for both 
sub-species of bison and the park’s 
d isease-f ree  b ison cont inue  to 
contribute to start or supplement 
populations of plains and wood bison 
all across Canada and North America. 
Over the past century, Elk Island has 

transferred over 2500 plains and wood 
bison to other conservation sites. Elk 
Island was the source stock for the 
plains bison reintroduced to Banff 
National Park in 2017. In 2016, the 
conservation success took a full circle 
when 87 calves were sent from Elk 
Is land to  the  Blackfeet  Indian 
Reservation in Montana as a part of the 
Buffalo Initiative. 

More abundant: Bison populations 
are certainly more abundant today than 
the 1890s, but they are still inherently 
vulnerable to disease and other 
calamities. Bison herds free of disease 
need to be maintained as a safeguard 
against the catastrophic decline of other 
bison populations. By having multiple 
healthy bison herds in many different 
locations, the larger meta-population of 
bison in North America is kept safe 
overall should disaster occur in a few of 
its herds. Elk Island National Park 
along with other National Parks in 
Canada continues to protect and 
manage larger populations as well as 
display herds of bison of both North 
American subspecies. Generations of 
work have reinstated the place of bison 
in North America, ensuring they have 
the opportunity to continue to be on the 
landscape for centuries to come. 

Watching a bison herd in the wild instils 
awe among park visitors and offers 
them a chance to connect to the history 
of this land and a truly Canadian 
conservation story. 

Source: Like Distant Thunder: Canada’s 
B i s o n  C o n s e r v a t i o n  S t o r y , 
h t tps : / /www.pc.gc .ca/en/pn-np/ab/ 
elkisland/nature/eep-sar/bison 
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Elk Island



David Kadambo is founder and 
Director for Peace for Conservation, 
a Tanzania based NGO. –Editors

The African continent is rich in 
biodiversity and natural resources. It 
has marine ecosystems, forests, and 
plains with tremendous numbers of 
wildlife species. For generations, 
African people living next to protected 
areas had their own methods to 
conserve wildlife and protect natural 
resources .  They used d ifferent 
techniques to conserve the land, from 
restricted access to sacred areas to 
designating wildlife sanctuaries, and 
closed seasons for hunting. Part of their 
actions were owed to traditional beliefs 
that nature and its resources were 
guarded by spirits. 

To establish formal conservation 
polices many African countries brought 
in authorities from abroad. The goal of 
these outside experts was often to 
establish strategic policy to instruct 
people working in wildlife sector the 
best ways to conserve wildlife. Each 
country adopted different approaches to 
conserve wildlife, nature, and land. 
Often these new policies tried to ensure 
that conservation programs and 
policies were designed to involve 
people living close to wildlife corridors 
and protected areas.

Community PAs: Community based 
conservation was adopted by many 
African countries. The community 
emphasis was designed to empower 
people living close to protected areas to 
be a part of conservation programs. In 
Tanzania, Wildlife Management Areas 
(WMA) were established. Wildlife 
Management Areas are formed within 
village lands by the villagers setting 
aside a piece of land for sustainable 
conservation and utilization of wildlife 
resources. 

In Namibia Communal Conservancies 
were established. Establishment 
requires a majority of people in an area 
to agree. A constitution must be drawn 
up, annual meetings must be held with a 
proper quorum, and the conservancy 
must have boundaries set by the 
Ministry of Environment and Tourism. 

Game guards  f rom Communa l 
Conservancies are employed and 
trained to patrol the areas in order to 
deter poachers and assist in monitoring 
wildlife during wildlife censuses and 
other research.

With the establishment of community 
protected areas, have come many 
benefits—to the wildlife and to the 
people who live near the areas. Wildlife 
viewing safaris and big game hunting 
bring in revenue as do the building of 
lodges and campgrounds to support this 
wildlife-oriented tourism. Funds 
accrued from lodges, camps, safaris 
and hunting are used by community 
members to build schools, construct 
health facilities and develop water 
s u p p l i e s .  Yo u t h  b e n e fi t  f r o m 
employment opportunities as night 
security guards, maintenance people, 
and cooks in campsites and lodges. 

Many of the tourist lodges and 
campsites constructed in protected 
areas directly support conservation 
efforts to protect wildlife and protect 
nature and the land. The investors and 
owners of lodges and campsites use 
part of the revenue from their efforts to 
support conservation efforts.

However, heavy tourism and the 
construction of lodges and camps can 
disturb wildlife and sometimes 
development blocks wildlife corridors 
and destroys breeding sites.

Sinister issues: In addition to these 
wildlife management issues, there are 
stories and news articles about more 
sinister problems in protected areas. 
Some staff employed in protected areas 
in Africa collude with poachers to 
organize wildlife crime. During the 
d a y t i m e  t h e y  p r e t e n d  t o  b e 
conservationists, and during a night 
they facilitate and coordinate wildlife 
poaching in protected areas.

For instance, management of lodges 
and campgrounds is very lucrative and 
there is a strong financial drive to 
expand  these  f ac i l i t i e s .  Some 
employees have been arrested in 
possession of lion skins, leopard skins, 
giraffe skins, elephant ivory and rhino 
ivory,  pe rhaps  to  finance  new 
construction on tourism sites.

Low wages  and  poor  work ing 

conditions for rangers and others 
employed in protected areas have 
driven some to engage in wildlife 
crimes by helping poachers in the bush 
meat trade and the illegal ivory 
business.

A news article in South Africa reported 
on March 31,2017 that employees from 
south Africa National Parks Agency 
and a police officer were among the 13 
suspected poachers arrested in Kruger 
National Park. The group had firearms 
and ammunitions in their possession. 
South Africa is home to the continent's 
largest rhino population, about 20,000 
rhino and have borne the brunt of the 
poaching crisis. In Zimbabwe, rangers 
were arrested for possessing poaching 
a m m u n i t i o n , ( S o u r c e : 
www.allafrica.com/stories). Police in 
Zimbabwe arrested park and wildlife 
authorities on suspicion of poaching 
after three rifles and snares were found 
hidden in house connected to the 
officials.

In Tanzania, Maswa game reserve 
conservationists were pleased and 
relieved in 2016 upon hearing that the 
poachers who kil led a wildlife 
enforcement helicopter pilot in 
Tanzania were arrested.. Nine people 
were arrested in connection with the 
death of pilot Mr. Roger Gower. The 
arrested poachers included a former 
officer who apparently used his position 
as an intelligence officer with a regional 
Conservation Authority to help 
poachers.

Conservationists or potential convicts? 
It is not always easy to tell the people 
we should look up to because of their 
work in wildlife conservation.
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POACHERS HIDING AS CONSERVATIONIST
IN AFRICAN PROTECTED AREAS
By David Leonard Kabambo
Director of Peace for Conservation
Email: dkabambo@gmail.com 

Elephants face great challenge from poachers
in Africa by Tony Karumba
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Widespread talk continues about how 
best to conserve Sanctuaries and 
National Parks, and the species that 
inhabit them. The ecological niches that 
provide indescribable benefits to 
people remain neglected and are devoid 
of any recognizable mention in India's 
legislation: Sacred  Groves. 

Earliest record: The first authentic 
report on them is the Census report of 
Travancore of 1891 in which Ward and 
Conner (1827) reported the occurrence 
of  Sacred Groves  in  ers twhi le 
Travancore state.   Dietrich Brandis
(1897), the first Inspector General of 
Forests in India, witnessed the sacred 
groves in the hill ranges of the Salem 
district in the Madras Presidency. Even 
after the entry and proliferation of 
Christianity and Islam, the sacred 
groves remained as the cradles of 
ancient rural civilization in many other 
states of India. 

Sacred Groves be treated as the last 
refuge for endemic and endangered 
plant and animal species. They are 
storehouses of medicinal plants 
valuable to village communities as well 
as modern pharmacopoeia. They 
contain wild relatives of crop species 
that can help to improve cultivated 
varieties. Many of them contain water 
resources such as ponds and streams. 
The vegetative mass that covers the 
floor of a grove can absorb water during 
rainy seasons and release it during 
times of drought. 

Some such groves contain only a few 
trees, while others are hundreds of acres 
in size. Sometimes groves overlap with 
larger forested areas, while others exist 
as islands in open plains or desert. Even 
their names vary from region to region. 
Most sacred groves are associated with 
almost 40,000 endogamous groups 
within the Hindu caste system and other 
major religions such as Buddhism and 
Islam, along with other religious 
communities and traditional tribal 
groups.

Ritualistic belief: In many groves, 
villagers perform annual rituals and 
ceremonies to appease the presiding 
deity and ensure the well-being of the 
community. It is also common for 
people to make individual offerings, 
often in the form of terracotta figures, in 
exchange for wishes such as good 
health or harvest or the birth of a child. 

Terracota sacred groves are to be 
observed in hill locked regions of Kotra 
in Udaipur district of Rajasthan. So 
they help to define the cultural identity 
of the communities that revere and 
protect them. They are also closely 
linked to the politics and economies of 
their communities, and their legal status 
and management vary among regions 
and individual villages. 

The taboos,  r i tuals and beliefs 
supplemented with mystic folk tales 
associated with the groves have been 
the prime reason in preserving the 
sacred groves in pristine condition. 
Trees such as Banyan, Peepal, Neem 
and Tamarind are considered to be the 
abode of sprits which are to be 
propitiated by tying toy cradles when 
desiring a child, generally a male child 
or at the birth of an infant. Similarly, 
people tie a black cloth with salt in it to 
ward of the evil eye. The yellow or 
white or some times red cloth and 
bangles are tied in fulfillment of a vow. 
In certain sacred groves, people fulfill 
their vows by tonsuring as a mark of 
respect to the deity in the sacred grove 
temples. The people have the belief that 
any damage to the sacred grove or 
felling a tree from the sacred grove may 
bring the wrath of local deity by causing 
diseases and failure of agricultural 
crops. Therefore, willfully many a time 
they do not even take a dead wood out 
of the sacred groves and also do not 
harm the fauna residing in it.

Some groves are associated with and 
managed by separate caste groups 
within a community, some by a village 
as a whole, and some by neighboring 
districts within a larger geographical 
area.

There are also large “pan-Indian” 
groves that involve people from many 
parts of the country. In some groves, all 
forms of resource extraction are strictly 
prohibited, while in others people may 
collect material such as fallen branches 
and leaves from the forest floor or fruit 
from the trees.

The groves are getting threatened and 
facing virtual extinction due to neglect 
and over exploitation. The talk about 
nature conservation would be more 
effective if each individual was to 
believe in the earth as a living, 
breathing entity and fight for its 
survival.  

SACRED GROVES FACING THREATS 

The language of cranes

we once were told

is the wind. The wind

is their method,

their current, the translated story

of life they write across the sky.

Millions of years

they have blown here

on ancestral longing,

their wings of wide arrival,

necks long, legs stretched out

above strands of earth

where they arrive

with the shine of water,

stories, interminable

language of exchanges

descended from the sky

and then they stand,

earth made only of crane

from bank to bank of the river

as far as you can see

the ancient story made new. 

--Poem reprinted from Sing: Poetry from 
the Indigenous Americas, Ed. by Allison 
Adelle Hedge Coke, The Univ. of Arizona 
Press, 2011, by permission of Linda Hogan 
and the publisher. 

THE SANDHILLS 
By Linda Hogan  

A Sandhill Crane in flight by Deb Winarski

The sandhill crane (Antigone 
canadensis) is a species of large crane 

of North America and extreme 
northeastern Siberia. The common 

name of this bird refers to habitat like 
that at the Platte River, on the edge of 

Nebraska's Sandhills on the
American Plains. 

-Editors



Dr. Satish Kumar Sharma has served 
the  Department  o f  Fores t  in 
Rajasthan and as such, amassed 
indescribable field knowledge on 
wild species. He attained twin PhDs 
and is based in Udaipur -- Editors

Forest parks are different from 
municipal parks. An area of forest, that 
is delineated as a park for the public to 
enjoy and for conservation activities as 
well, is called a forest park. These parks 
are very important tools to enhance 
eco- tourism. They are not  for 
recreational purpose alone but also help 
in creating awareness and in ex situ and 
in situ conservation of many plant 
species. All life forms like trees, shrubs, 
herbs, climbers, lianas, tuberous plants, 
epiphytes, parasites etc., can be seen in 
the forest parks.

R e c r e a t i o n a l  v a l u e s :  P l a n t 
storeyfication, terrain and other 
features are kept in their original 
natural form in such forest parks. 
Generally, forest parks have a large 
sized area. Walking paths and trails are 
generally not kept straight and of easy 
gradient. Paths and trails are aligned in 
curvi-linear pattern and they pass 

'touching' all the natural features 
confined to the area. Part of these paths 
pass through plains and part from tough 
terrain. 

Forest parks generally support good 
wildlife too. Moths, butterflies, 
dragonflies, millipedes, centipedes, 
scorpions, snails, frogs, toads, lizards, 
snakes, birds and various type of 
mammals can be seen. Even sometimes 
panther and tigers can be spotted. More 
silence is experienced in the forest 
parks. These sites generally remain 
pollution free or have low pollution 
level. They are true 'Oxy-parks' of the 
nature.

Since more wilderness is there, hence 
single person may sometime feel 
uneasy while roaming in a forest park. 
Small groups or family members can 
enjoy more. Some parks are large so 
would call for drive  through a vehicle. 
Students find them of immense use for 
botanical and zoological inputs. They 
are of utmost worth for  bird watchers, 
nature photographers and tree spotters.  

Dedicated inputs:  The  Fores t 
Department, Rajasthan has developed a 
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good network of forest parks all over 
the state. Some parks are especially 
dedicated to the medicinal plants. 
Hence  they are important to enhance 
'medical tourism.' Details of some 
important forest parks of Rajasthan are 
presented here.  

I need not emphasize that almost all 
these parks received my inputs in 
various  ways, not excluding their 
nomenclature.  All  through my 
postings at various Forest Divisions, I 
was always on look out for a hub of 
floral/faunal diversity.  We coined a 
new name for some of the parks: 
Medicinal Plant Conservation Area 
(MPCA). 

They were  final ly  se lected as 
extraordinary habitats to be set apart 
for long term conservation objectives. 
Happy to say that it could materialize.  
Even an exclusive Arboretum was set 
apart on fringes of city of Jaipur to 
encase semi arid and dry deciduous 
vegetation. To surprise of some of us 
managing it, the growth of shrubs and 
trees invited Leopard, Jackal, Hyena, 
etc to stay inside (90s)!

FOREST PARKS ADD TO ECO-TOURISM 
Dr. Satish Kumar Sharma 
Email: sksharma56@gmail.com

World Forestry Arboretum in Jaipur, developed by the author, Dr. Satish Kumar Sharma
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S. no.  Type of park Name and location of the park Important feature to watch Best season to visit the park 

1. Medicinal Plant  Aravalli Herbal Garden,  Medicinal plants of southern  Monsoon and  winter
 Parks Jhadol (Udaipur) Aravallis
 (Herbal Gardens) 

  Makodia  Herbal Garden, Ogna,   Medicinal plants of southern  Monsoon and  winter  
  (Udaipur)    Aravallis

  Herbal Garden Sarvanderi, Medicinal plants  of Vagad  Round the year 
  (Banswara)   area, Red sander trees

  Vagad  Herbal Garden, Ranijhula Medicinal plants  of Vagad area Round the year 
  Forest Block, (Dungarpur)  

  Medicinal Plant Conservation  Boswellia serrata forest and  Winter and  Summer
  Area (MPCA) Kumbhalgarh other medicinal plants of
   Southern  Aravallis  

  MPCA Sitamata, Chittorgarh Buchnania lanzan groves and Winter
   other medicinal plants of
   Vindhyas and Malwa plateau   

  MPCA Barkochra, Ajmer Commiphora whightii groves Monsoon and winter
   and other medicinal plant of
   Central Aravallis 

  MPCA Gagroop Sagar, Jaisalmer Commiphora whightii groves Monson and  winters
   and other medicinal plant of
   Thar desert 

  MPCA Bhanwarkot, Banswara Oroxylum indicum and other Winter
   medicinal plants of Aravalli
   and Malwa plateau 

  MPCA Bada Bhakar, Jodhpur Tribulus rajasthanensis and Winter
   other medicinal plants of
   Thar desert

  Medicinal Plant Development Medicinal plants of Southern  Monsoon and winter  
  Area (MPDA) Kaler, Udaipur Aravallis  

  MPDA Keora-ki-Nal,  Udaipur Medicinal plants of Southern  Monsoon and winter 
   Aravallis  

2. Fossil Park Akal Fossil Park, Jaisalmer Plant and animal fossils Round the year

3. Biodiversity Park Biodiversity Park, Live plant and animal diversity Round the year
  Amberi (Udaipur)

4. Orchidarium Orchidarium Panarwa (Udaipur) Aravallian orchids Monsoon

5. Arboretum World Forestry Arboretum, Jaipur Flora of Northern Aravallis Round the year 
   and many exotic plants

  Amrita Devi Vriksh Udhyan, Flora of Thar desert Round the year
  Jaipur

6. Memorial Park Kulish Smriti Van, Jaipur Garden species and flora of Round the year
   northern Aravallis

7. Other Nature Baghdarrah Nature Park, Udaipur Leopards, Crocodiles and other Round the year 
 Parks  life forms of southern Aravallis 

  Ecotone Park, Udaipur Confluence of various Round the year 
   eco-systems 

  Jungle Safari Park, Udaipur Leopard, White-napped Tit and Round the year 
   Anogeissus  pendula forest  

  Golden Park, Udaipur Plants having yellow flowers Round the year 
   and other yellow body parts 

  Flower Valley Chirwa Ghata,  Flowering plants and hilly forest Round the year 
  Udaipur species of southern Aravallis



Ashokan Rock Edict at Bhubaneswar

Harsh is a citizen advocate for 
wildlife conservation and is based in 
India. Manoj is an ardent supporter 
of nature conservation, practices 
yoga, and works in the field of 
improving healthcare through data 
insights. He is based in California. 
–Editors

Human society has sustained itself well 
on natural resources. It has been 
happening since dawn of civilization. 
However, when did conservation as an 
organized system come in to being? 
Answer to this is provided by a political 
activist in India's pre-historic age. He 
was a Brahmin (scholar) at University 
of Taxila (presently in Pakistan) who 
rose to become Prime Minister in the 

court of the first Mauryan king, 
Chandragupta. He set out principles of 
a new administrative order and 
enunciated decisions to conserve 
biodiversity. He is named as Chanakya 
(350-275 BCE), also known as 
Kautilya and Vishnugupta.

An ancient practice: Ancient Indian 
texts such as the Vedas, Upaniṣads, 
Āraṇyakas, Purāṇas and the entire 
classical Sanskrit literature are replete 
with instances on conservation and 
management of forests.  Chanakya 
gave such tenets a formal shape in a 
treatise attributed to him: Arthaśāstra. It 
provides exemplary instructions on 
afforestation, nay biodiversity. It 
happens to be first such written text on 

conservation on earth.

Chanakya advised to establish several 
forests to contain diverse type of tree 
species and also forests for producing 
goods from trees – biodiversity values 
as well as meeting market needs. There 
was a Director of Forest Produce who 
was assisted by his subordinate officers 
acting as Guards. The Chief Ordnance 
Officer used to supervise the business 
carrying out in respect of various types 
of forest-produce. Dues were fixed to 
those who used to cut trees and penalty 
was imposed on them for cutting or 
taking trees without paying the dues.  
Some tree species such as, timber trees 
were to be freely used at the time of 
calamities like flood, attacks from 

EARLY CONSERVATION INITIATIVES
AND RELEVANCE TODAY
By Harsh Vardhan and Manoj Sharma
Emails: birdfair1@hotmail.com and msbn.sharma@gmail.com

Designating forest areas for wildlife and forest protection is continuing till today. Recently, the appointment of Charles 
"Chuck" F.Sams III, the first-ever Native American to lead the National Park Service, received unanimous consent by 
the US Senate after being nominated by the US President, Joe Biden. This is almost after 150 years since the US 
leaders began the practice of establishing national parks upon ancestral lands that were violently seized from 
Indigenous communities. Yet deforestation and  species' extinction continue. While population increase and human 
greed could be potential answers, the truth lies in our questioning of the fundamental: Who came first into being, e.g., 
Nature or Humans? Whether Nature is the protector of humans or humans could preserve/protect Nature. Ancient 
scriptures had emphasized clearly that Nature is the protector of all living beings.  Hence we need to develop the 
innermost respect for Nature to bring the desired outcome for improving the quality of human life.
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tigers, fear from dacoits, etc. 

Chanakya was an efficient minister 
having been highly successful in 
managing the  s ta te .  The ar t  of 
controlling the forest and their produce 
was made by him with sharp attention to 
the good governance which require 
amongst others a systematic collection 
of forest produce and utilization of the 
tracts of forest-land for various 
purposes. He was well aware that the 
existence of living beings is dependent 
very much on natural surroundings as 
well as their components, such as, flora, 
fauna, water resources and large forests. 

To keep the people happy with a healthy 
environment and with supplies from 
forest regions, and also for the purpose 
of enriching the royal treasury, he, led by 
his empirical knowledge, has given 
enough concentration on the overall 
maintenance of all the productive forest 
of the state.

Oldest sanctuary: It is evident, 
therefore, that forestry as a business 

practice originated in India in a remote 
period and much developed at the time 
of this minister. The principles of forest 
c o n s e r v a t i o n  a n d  s u s t a i n a b l e 
management were well entrenched and 
guaranteed by the authorities of the 
state.

A few years after the composition of 
Arthasastra, the great emperor Aśhoka 
(268 to 232 BCE), grandson of emperor 
Chandragupta made it mandatory to , 
plant medicinal herbs and trees, besides 
shade-trees along the roads and fruit 
plants on the water edges. It is recorded 
in his second Rock Edict.  In some 
cases, when suitable medical herbs for 
humans or animals were not available, 
Aśhoka had caused to import them and 
grown. 

Mihintale in Sri Lanka, an oldest 
sanctuary, situated 13 km east of the 
ruins of the great city, Anuradhapura, 
was declared as wildlife sanctuary in 
247 BC by king Devanampiya Tissa. 
One day king Devanampiya Tissa was 
hunting deer in Mihintale. India's 
emperor  Ashoka ' s  son  Arahath 
Mahinda saw him hunting.

Being a Buddhist missionary monk on a 
visit to Sri Lanka, he stopped the king 
and preached to him that all mammals, 
birds and other creatures enjoy an equal 
right to live in this land, wherever they 
may want. The land belongs to all the 
people and animals. The king is only 
the ruler and not the owner of this land. 
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Mihintale Sanctuary in Sri Lanka, an overview

The monk's words impressed the king 
and he not only took Buddhism as his 
religion, also renounced the pleasure of 
animal hunting.  Mahinda also advised 
King Devanampiya Tissa to designate 
Mihintale and the surrounding jungle 
areas as a sanctuary for wildlife. This is 
how the first wildlife sanctuary on earth 
got established.

Oldest hospital: Apart from the 
wildlife sanctuary, King Devanampiya 
Tissa also built the first Buddhist 
temple in Sri Lanka in Mihintale. He 
also built a Vihar(rest place) and 68 
caves for the monks to reside in. At the 
foot hill of Mihintale, there are still 
ruins of an ancient hospital, medical 
baths, etc. It is also believed to be one of 
the oldest hospitals in the world.

Nature Reserves are not the design of 
modern day achievers. They evolved 
with needs of humans.  There are 
thousands  of  wi ld l i fe  reserve / 
sanctuaries in the present day earth to 
save special species and nature. It is one 
of the greatest initiatives of human 
civilization towards protecting the 
nature. 

Mihintale's biodiversity is rich, 
according to a study conducted by the 
D e p u t y  D i r e c t o r ,  W i l d l i f e 
Conservation Department, Sri Lanka,  
H.D. Gunawardane. Although the area 
is legally protected, administrative 
measures are not properly enforced. 
Unauthorised constructions and illegal 
land grabbing are common features.



Lloyd Alter is Design Editor for 
Treehugger and teaches Sustainable 
Design at Ryerson University in 
Toronto.

For years on Treehugger, we have 
shown study after study where people 
say that recycling as much as possible is 
the best thing an individual can do to 
reduce greenhouse gas emissions. I 
noted in one earlier post that it made me 
want to give it all up and hop on a plane 
to somewhere without internet, or on 
the other hand, credit the geniuses 
behind recycling:

"Really, one can only marvel at this, at 
how successful industry has been at 
making the world safe for single-use 
products. And how badly we have 
failed in promoting green space, green 
building, and of course, the urgency of 
the climate crisis."

But a new report and survey from 
public policy consultancy Kantar 
Public is causing me to reconsider why 
people put such a high value on 
recycling. The report was based on a 
survey of 9,000 respondents in 9 
countries.

Recycling alone: The survey shows the 
same old thing: Reducing waste and 
increasing recycling tops the list of very 
important things to do. Then there are a 
number of things that individuals have 
little control over, and a big drop when 
it gets personal again with "increasing 
consumption of local products" and 
another significant step at "favoring the 
use of public transit over cars."

Emmanuel  Rivière,  director  of 
international polling and political 
advisory, parses the data and notes that 
"respondents clearly prioritize the 
reduction of waste and increases in 
recycling" and "this behavior relies on 
citizens' commitment, no doubt about 
that." But he points out people are 
already doing this, so it doesn't require 
much of a change.

Rivière also notes: "The most favored 
ac t ions  tha t  fo l low -  s topping 
deforestation, protecting species, 
energy efficiency in buildings, banning 
the use of polluting substances in 
agriculture - are all solutions that do not 
require effort on the part of individuals. 
In direct contrast, the 'less popular' 
solutions are those that imply a direct 

impact on citizens' lifestyle: using 
public transport vs cars, reducing air 
travel, raising the price of products that 
fail to respect environmental criteria, 
and reducing meat consumption."

In other words, they really don't want to 
give anything up. If someone else will 
s top  defores ta t ion  and pro tec t 
endangered species, that's great, but 
don't ask me to reduce my meat 
consumption—even though that would 
help stop deforestation and protect 
endangered species.

Lone option: Looking back at the 
previous posts, I see that Sophie 
Thompson, a research executive at 
Ipsos who worked on an earlier survey, 
told us that people have an "emotional 
innumeracy" that can lead us to 
overestimate or misplace the impacts of 
issues.  Or a sort  of wishful in 
numeracy:

"Many may be quite happily separating 
their cans and jars for recycling and 
then feeling good about planning a 
long-haul holiday to the Maldives, 
thinking the former makes up for the 
latter, when in fact the long-haul flights 
have a far greater impact."

The funny thing that comes out of the 
Kantar survey is that recycling, which 
was invented to protect the producers of 
single-use packaging from producer 
responsibility, has been so effective that 
even though we now know it is 
functionally almost useless, it still has 
this halo effect that is now protecting 
individuals from taking personal 
responsibility for doing anything 
serious or difficult because hey, I am 
doing what I can.

Indeed, the Kantar study finds people 
are not all that interested in individual 
action, but would like the government 
to do something if it is not too onerous 
or expensive, and really would prefer a 
sort of Bill Gatesian solution based on 
" innova t ion  and  technolog ica l 
discoveries" rather than "individual and 
collective efforts to change."

Wait and see: Rivière concludes by 
noting the ambivalence people have 
about making any kind of personal 
change that might be inconvenient.

He states: "Is it up to me to make more 
of an effort if governments and large 
corporations are lagging behind? And 
with so many solutions on the table, can 
I avoid making those changes that 
would be more painful for me?"

Then, of course, there are the deniers, 
obfuscators, delayers, and politicians 
who claim we don't actually know what 
to do: "The perceived lack of clarity 
about the best solutions (72% of 
respondents think there is no agreement 
among experts on this point), could lead 
to a 'wait and see' approach."

Rivière calls for governments to take 
the lead, even if it means implementing 
unpopular measures. Would this ever 
happen? 

Writing in The Globe and Mail recently, 
E r i c  R e g u l y  c o m p l a i n e d  t h a t 
governments are back-end loading all 
their COP26 targets to come well after 
2030 when "the majority of politicians 
who made the pledges will be out of 
office or six feet under."

"Most of these targets also assume that 
steady technological advances and 
outright breakthroughs – the Bill Gates 
tech-will-save-us philosophy – will 
make the targets easier to achieve.

Wishful thinking, in other words. No 
government is asking its citizens to go 
on a carbon diet. You don't win 
elections by insisting on smaller 
houses, smaller (or no) cars, no 
holidays that require air travel and 
buying second-hand clothes and mobile 
phones."

So we have governments avoiding 
taking any real responsibility, we have 
individuals doing everything they can 
to avoid taking personal responsibility, 
and we are running out of time.

I t  i s  a l l  a  panoply  of  wishfu l 
innumeracy and wishful thinking.

Courtesy: Treehugger

CLIMATE, WHOSE BABY?
By Lloyd Alter
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Climate cartoon by Nala Ponappa



Adapted from educational material 
produced by the Cornell Laboratory 
of Ornithology https://www.birds. 
cornell.edu/k12/free-ebird-6-8/

-Editors

Are Birds Really Dinosaurs? Some 
chicks like those of herons look a bit 
like a little dinosaurs, don't they? That's 
because  b i rds  a re  the  modern 
descendants of dinosaurs—and it really 
shows! 

Dinosaurs were reptiles that lived 
millions of years ago. Birds have a lot in 
common with both dinosaurs and 
today's reptiles. If you look closely at a 
bird's foot you'll notice that it has 
scales. A bird's feathers are made up of 
the same material as reptile and 
dinosaur scales. 

Like dinosaurs and reptiles, birds also 
lay eggs. If you could look inside a bird, 
you would find that their internal 
anatomy—their muscles, brain, heart, 
lungs, and joints—is very similar to that 
of reptiles. 

From the fossil record, we know that 
birds evolved from dinosaurs, some of 

which had feathers. But unlike modern 
birds, those first feathers had nothing to 
do with flight; instead, they likely 
helped dinosaurs show off, hide, and/or 
stay warm. 

By studying modern feathers and 
fossilized traces of ancient feathers, 
scientists  recently developed a 
hypothesis to explain how complex 
flight feathers could have evolved. 
They probably began as simple tufts, 

called dino fuzz. Over time, this fuzz 
evolved into more complex feathers 
that helped with flight. 

T h e  fi r s t  m a j o r  c l u e  w a s  a n 
Archaeopteryx fossil unearthed in 
Germany in 1860. This famous fossil is 
from a bird-like dinosaur that lived 150 
mi l l ion  years  ago .  I t  conta ins 
impressions of feathers that look like 
those of modern birds. 

We often imagine dinosaurs as gigantic 
smooth-skinned reptiles, but recent 
research indicates they were actually 
covered in feathers. It's hard to imagine 
a Tyrannosaurus Rex with dino fuzz, 
but recent evidence of the existence of 
feathers on some of our favorite 
dinosaurs provides key support for the 
evolutionary link between birds and 
dinosaurs. 

From these ancient dinosaur ancestors, 
an amazing diversity of birds has 
evolved. From a huge flightless ostrich 
on the African savanna, to the tiny, 
quick-flying Bee Hummingbird of 
Cuba, today's birds all have one thing in 
common: feathers. And they got those 
feathers from their dinosaur relatives!

TEACHERS' and YOUTH LEADERS' CORNER, FOCUS ON BIRDS 

ARE BIRDS REALLY DINOSAURS?
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How dinosaurs became birds
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When it comes to instilling science in to 
wildlife management in India, the 
answer appears to be a lemon. On one 
hand number of Sanctuaries and 
National Parks is increasing. On the 
other hand, tools to manage wild 
species still remain traditional. The 
easiest scientific support can be 
received through Bird Banding as a 
programme to be run round the year. It 
is cost effective, will involve a good 
number of people, especially students, 
and is destined to offer amazing results 
about migration pattern of species.  

A Northern Shoveler, a medium sized 
water bird, which flew down to 
Odisha's Chilika Lake for wintering in 
February 2018 was spotted at Yazyavan 
in Uzbekistan in April 2021. Three 
years after a Terek Sandpiper was 
tagged at Gujarat's Gulf of Kutch, and it 
was spotted in Jandola in Pakistan's 
Khyber in May.

Similarly, a Curlew Sandpiper spotted 
and tagged in March 2019 at Navi 
Mumbai was sighted in Tangu saltpans, 
China's Tainjin in May.

Tagging of the Indian Skimmer 
revealed the movement between India 
and Bangladesh, highlighting the need 
for international collaboration. 

Godwit's world record:A new world 
record was broken recently -- for the 
longest continual flight by any landbird. 
An adult male Bar-tailed Godwit broke 
his own record by flying 13,000 km, 

flapping wings for 239 hrs nonstop. 
And you can't manage a 10-min jog in 
t h e  m o r n i n g . 
(https://www.audubon.org/news/these-
mighty-shorebirds-keep-breaking-
flight-records-and-you-can-follow-
along)

Unlike Albatross or other long-flying 
seabirds, Godwits are active flyers, not 
gliders—their wings are moving the 
whole time. “It just beggars belief, 
really,” Riegen says. He is a builder 
from West Auckland and a passionate 
birdwatcher. “I mean, though I've 
known that for decades now, I still find 
it hard to imagine how anything can 
keep up that sort of effort 24-hours a 
day, without taking a break.” 

Lone agency:The Bombay Natural 
History Society (BNHS) has recorded 
recoveries,  the breeding zones, 
migratory routes, and stopover sites of 
more than 40 species so far. The 
information obtained through these 
intensive studies was pivotal in 
delineating the boundaries of Central 
Asian Flyway (CAF) and the overlap of 
East-Asian, Australasian (EAAF) and 
African Eurasian flyways with the 
CAF. 

“With increased interest in birds among 
the general public coupled with some of 
the highly popular citizen science 
programmes and wise use of social 
media, we expect to get more and more 
records of these tagged birds,” said Dr. 
Bivash Pandav, Director of the BNHS.

He said the BNHS was looking forward 
to active involvement of its members in 
reporting more such tagged birds from 
different corners of India.

The BNHS also uses colour-flags, 
colour-bands and neck-collars on 
c e r t a i n  s p e c i e s .  T h e s e  c o l o u r 
combinations are in accordance with 
the international flyway protocols. 
Most tagged individuals are identified 
through high-resolution photographs.

Chilika is one of the oldest sites for 
ringing study where it has been going 
on for the past 30 years. Bharatpur 
based Keoladeo Sanctuary happened to 
be the first bird banding site where 
overseas  exper ts  demonstra ted 
scientific ways of tackling birds. A 
MAPS conference was staged there in 
1969 with overseas experts outlining 
pros and cons of this programme. It was 
then given out that birds could also be 
used as carriers of virus or diseases to 
cause unrest in countries where they 
would finally land or in areas where 
they would stop for rest or seeking 
food. 

No more  banding:  Sal im Al i , 
renowned bird expert of India, led 
banding studies for several years at this 
Sanctuary.  Waders and ducks were the 
main species dealt with. Once this 
habitat was upgraded as National Park 
by turn of 70s, then Chief Wildlife 
Warden, Kailash Sankhla stopped 
banding considering it would cause an 
upset in the ecology of the habitat. He 
turned down banding permission to Dr. 
V.S. Vijayan, BNHS scientist heading a 
project funded by the US Fish & 
Wildlife Service. Better you attempt it 
outside the park, Sankhala was heard 
retorting curtly.

No banding has ever been attempted 
ever since at this Park. Worse is that 
banding through BNHS is being 
exercised at only four places in a 
country like India where interested 
avian experts demand it to take place in 
each district. A quarter million active 
bird watchers and nearly fifty expert 
nongovernment organizations are too 
willing to embrace this programme. 
They shall do it only after permission is 
issued to them.  In each State, consent is 
accorded by the Chief Wildlife Warden, 
a  forest  officer,  who sends the 
application to BNHS.        

Each year, an estimated 50 billion birds 
undertake such migrations across the 
globe. It is fascinating to know the 

WHITHER BIRD-BANDING
                             --By Editors

Bar-tailed Godwit with satellite transmitter over its back, photo Geoff White Photography
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birds' route, timing and ecology of 
migration. Bird ringing-recapture or re-
sighting method is the robust way to 
study them. 

Bar-headed goose case: Banding has 
given us very interesting example of an 
Indian migrant. The entire population 
of Bar-headed Goose winters in the 
Indian subcontinent (if one ignores the 
populat ion in Europe,  recently 
established by escaped birds). Be noted 
the three regions where breeding is 
concentrated: Ladakh, Qinghai (central 
China) and Mongolia. Only once the 
bird was satellite tagged at Keoladeo 
National Park in 2000. 

David A Ferguson, then Head of 
Conservation Programmes at the US 
Fish & Wildlife Service, conveyed via 
an email on 30 March 2000 to Harsh 
Vardhan in Jaipur: “The bird (Bar-
headed Goose) was captured on 7 
February 2000. It was found resting at 
the banks of the Ganges river on 24 
March. It travelled over 500 km in less 
than seventeen hours and gained over 
4,500 meters of elevation. On 3 April, it 

arrived in the region of Lunggar, Tibet, 
and remained at this area through June 
2000 when its transmitter expired.  
Based on Location Quality Classes, I 
would generalize the location of this 
bird at: 29.9 N 83.5 E -- Southwest 
China, just across the northern border 
of Nepal.”

The details of this eye opening 
thexperiment were published in the 4  

Indian Birding Fair publication (pages 
6 and 7) which was held at Jaipur's Man 
Sagar lake on 25-26 November 2000.

LF's recovery: A member of Bustard 
family, Lesser Florican received 
attention during past three years when 
Rajasthan Forest authorities accorded 
permiss ion to  tag  the  b i rds  a t 
Shonkaliya grassland near Nasirabad in 
Ajmer district. The Wildlife Institute of 

Bar-tailed Godwit's migration

India took up the assignment with 
pride. 

The first tagged bird reached Aagar 
village in North Madhya Pradesh and 
stopped transmitting signals, covering 
about 400 km distance. Its battery 
stopped functioning.

The second bird made better progress 
and sent  s ignals  f rom several 
locations. It finally reached a grassland 
west of Aurangabad in Maharashtra. It 
covered about a 1,000 km distance. 

So it is now known that Lesser 
Floricans spend rest of the year down 
south after breeding in northern parts 
of India during the monsoon season.

Tw o  e g g s  w e r e  p i c k e d  u p  a t 
Shonklaiya and placed in a make-shift 
hatchery. The birds are now adult 
(December 2021).  

Lesser Florican’s migration in India
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